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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Mahjongger is the most advanced free version of the popular mahjongg. The game contains an excellent artificial intelligence, which improves games evolved during the game. The AI is using optimization techniques to find the best possible strategy for each player. The game contains two game modes, multi-level and single-level, with the winner being the one who reaches the highest score in the
winning mode, or having the most points in the single level mode. There is an auto-play mode that gives you games to play, while you can also start manual games, which can be done only in the double level mode. All games are rated according to the "skill point" value. The total number of skill points must be less than the round number. The winner is the player who has the highest skill value. In a three-round game, the winner is the player who has the highest skill value
of all players in a game. The game has a high score-board, where the highscores of each player for each game are listed. The game has 11 skins for the front-end and in-game. The last skin is unlocked when you reach 1500 points in the game. Skins include a picture background, a bronze background, a silver background and a gold background. There are also eight skins for playing without a background. You can choose any of them.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Here is the changelog of Mahjongger: version 1.0 19.4.2005 R - first version of the game version 1.1 19.4.2005 R - run in 16 colors instead of the default 12 version 1.2 28.5.2005 R - change combo display - if set to medals, the first player will get a medal - improved the AI intelligence - added a tutorial - bug fixes version 1.3 19.6.2005 R - added browser-based tournaments - added information
about the current game - added an online time keeper - if you want the most advanced AI - you must play the game for a few moments (not the most, - but a very quick "test") - "paper" skin will be available only when you get one hundred wins - added 3 medals for the hardest AI - the background can be set in the settings - added the skip button to the main menu (by pressing F5) - bug fixes 09e8f5149f
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Mahjongger Activation Code
Mahjongger is an arcade-style mahjong game, where you eliminate all tiles from the board by matching pairs of free tiles. You are playing against the computer, which plays randomly. You need to keep an eye on the board, not only on the tiles that you need to put back in the box. If you don't eliminate tiles in time, it will happen for you, too. Mahjongger Installation: Mahjongger is a graphical game. To play it, you need to make sure that you've got the right software,
right configurations and right environment. Good tools If you've got a graphical interface (windows, mac, linux), you can use Mahjongger without any extra program. If you prefer a console interface (dos, windows, linux), you can use the new graphical library on request from the contact address below, with some limitations of performance. Some random notes: some "classic" mahjong tile sets are provided as graphics files in the mahjong folder. You can use them
directly, or modify them by adding new tiles, following the xml format. Time of the month: Mahjongger is provided as a EXE file. Run it (double-click, its icon) and enjoy! To quit the program, press space! If Mahjongger doesn't start for any reason, open the logfile on the path you've specified in the file "conf.cfg". It contains two important pieces of information: The path to the program's executable file. The name of the skin in use at the moment the program starts. If
you've got a graphical interface, open a console window (c:\>). Type the following command line and press enter: To start play "Offline mode", use the file "conf.cfg" which is located in the path "c:\program files\mahjongger\mahjongger\skins". The line "offline=" in the file "conf.cfg" indicates the name of this file, and the next line indicates the name of the skin in use. Click on the link to download this file and copy it in your path. Open the file by double-click and
play! To quit the program, press space! If Mahjongger starts for the first time, after a "restart", the program will change the skin's name on the command line (from "snow" to "winter"), and the screen picture of the

What's New in the Mahjongger?
Mahjongger is a graphical mahjong (dictionary: solitaire). It has no complex gameplay, only one thing to do: match tiles to eliminate the board and collect points. The game is divided into four levels, each of which has a puzzle of a certain complexity. The first level (Basic) requires fewer movements, the second (Ancient) the second, and so on. Why wasn't this released long ago? Mahjongger didn't exist long ago (in fact, I created it just half a year ago), so I had no
chance to bring it online. Since then I have tried to do that, but it is very difficult because the software I use for developping websites is written in.NET Framework 2.0 which is no longer supported. Also it was quite difficult to replace the images and icons in order to keep the game pleasant and simple. There are two possibilities for the future: 1. replace all images manually with only text tiles. That is a lot of work. 2. leave it as it is. It is possible, but it needs a computer
more powerful than Pentium 500MHz. How can I play Mahjongger online? The game allows you to connect to a multiplayer gameserver. You can also play against yourself. A multiplayer game server can be accessed at playingmahjong.org Also you can play against someone else by adding his IP address to mahjongger.swf. What does this "You lose the game if there is no possible move left" mean? When you play one of the game levels, it is not finished when the game
ends, and you can gain one or more points depending on the result. The only exception is in the last level where you have reached the last tile of the game (the tile which is never a possible move), so the game cannot be finished. How do I get to Level 1? It is possible to play on the first level by choosing one of the tiles right to the top of the board. At first I assumed this was for aesthetic purposes, but it is not. Once the tile is matched, the board will start to decrease and
after some time, it will collapse down to the last tile which is removed from the board. If you are able to fill out all the tiles, the game will start in the next level. What if I want to play a different
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System Requirements For Mahjongger:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.4GHz or faster Memory: 2GB RAM Hard disk space: 3GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT or ATI Radeon HD 2600 or better DirectX: Version 9.0c Sound card: DirectX compatible sound card Network: Broadband Internet connection Processor: Intel
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